ONLINE CHECK OF TRANSACTIONS AND LOT CERTIFICATES
Since February 2015, we launched a new program for the registration and verification of transactions of organic products
made by companies certified by Bioagricert. The system foresees that companies, which sell the products, record their sales
and issue the conformity declaration “transaction documents of organic products” directly via the web. From September, the
system was integrated and now it allows the issuing, via the web, of other kind of certificates which are specific for
geographical area or for kind of conformity declaration: NOP Export Certificates, Korea Export Certificates, Generic Lot
Certificates, Certificates for Import into EU.
While compiling the transaction documents or the certificates, buyers and recipients of the goods are identified with their
fiscal code (TAX ID). Buyers and recipients may register on the web site and they can verify, in real time, all the transaction
documents or certificates in which they play the role of buyer or recipient. The system finds the correspondence between
buyer/seller and the registered user through the fiscal code. Therefore, it is important that the fiscal code used is correct.
The access to the system allows, by applying proper filters, to make statistics and to extract data on transactions, organized
in summary tables. All transactions data will be stored and they will be verifiable and printable for a minimum period of 5
years from the date of release of the transaction document, acting, therefore, as an archive.
All the documents on the web site visible for registered buyers/recipients must be considered as official and valid according
to the indications reported on the documents and summarized below. Printing, signing and sending the paper document
is not essential; any change/revocation will be done to the web directly and communicated to the figures involved.
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